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ABSTRACT 

 

A new objective technique is used to analyze monthly mean gridded fields of air 

and sea temperature, scalar and vector wind, specific humidity, sensible and latent heat 

flux, and wind stress over the Indian Ocean. A variational method produces a 1°x1° 

gridded product of surface turbulent fluxes and the variables needed to calculate these 

fluxes. The surface turbulent fluxes are forced to be physically consistent with the other 

variables. The variational method incorporates a state of the art flux model, which should 

reduce regional biases in heat and moisture fluxes. The time period is January 1982 to 

December 2003. The wind vectors are validated through comparison to monthly 

scatterometer winds. 

Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analyses of the annual cycle emphasize 

significant modes of variability in the Indian Ocean. The dominant monsoon reversal and 

its connection with the southeast trades are linked in eigenmodes one and two of the 

surface fluxes. The third eigenmode of latent and sensible heat flux reveal a structure 

similar to the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) mode. The variability in surface fluxes 

associated with the monsoons and IOD are discussed. September-October-November 

composites of the surface fluxes during the 1997 positive IOD event and the 1983 

negative IOD event are examined. The composites illustrate characteristics of fluxes 

during different IOD phases. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1997 the Indian summer monsoon triggered the wettest year on record in East 

Africa, sparking a deadly outbreak of mosquito-borne Rift Valley Fever and malaria in 

livestock and people. The 1997 monsoon event was associated with other ocean-

atmospheric phenomenon. The two other phenomena that co-occurred in 1997-1998 were 

an El-Niño phase of the El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and a positive phase of the 

Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) mode.  Through better understanding of the variability 

modulating the monsoon, predictions may be made sooner and millions of lives could be 

spared.  

Surface fluxes of heat and momentum provide the link in the interaction between 

the atmosphere and the ocean (Jones et al. 1995). The need is there for providing high 

resolution, regularly gridded data for studying the variability of surface turbulent fluxes 

and for use in coupled ocean-atmosphere climate models. Therefore the purpose of our 

research is two-fold. The first goal is to apply a new method of objectively gridding in-

situ ship and buoy observations to provide an accurate representation of surface fluxes in 

the Indian Ocean. The second goal is to analyze spatial and temporal variability (e.g., 

Indian summer monsoon, dipole, etc.) of the resultant flux fields.  

Surface flux fields are usually developed from atmospheric general circulation 

models (GCM) such as the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 

reanalyses (Kalnay et al. 1996; Kanamitsu et al. 2002) and the European Centre for 

Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) reanalyses (Gibson et al. 1997). The 

GCM products represent the integration of atmospheric observational networks with 

GCMs over an extended retrospective period using a consistent data assimilation and 

model structure. When compared with in-situ products, advantages of these fields are 

better temporal resolution and the addition of upper-air fields. The fallbacks with using 

GCM fluxes are large biases in heat fluxes (Smith et al. 2001; Bony et al. 1997) and a 

poor handling of the wind field in equatorial regions (Putman et al. 2000).  

The objective method employed during this study builds upon previous versions 

of the FSU Winds climatology (Bourassa et al. 2005). The technique is used to create 

monthly fields of surface fluxes (latent and sensible heat and wind stress) for the Indian 

Ocean region (29.5°E, 29.5°S and 120.5°E, 29.5°N, Fig. 1). The spatial and temporal grid 
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spacings are 1° and one month respectively. The current flux product is a vast 

improvement over our previous version (Jones et al. 1995), a product with a 2° grid 

spacing.  

Previous studies using in-situ observations (Josey et al. 1999; Yu et al. 2004) 

were created with various objective methods and parameterizations. Josey et al. (1999) 

attempted to globally scale their 1° monthly flux product using closure of the heat budget. 

They found that regional adjustments must be made to the fluxes to obtain closure. The 

flux product development of Yu et al. (2004) combined satellite retrieval, output of 

numerical weather prediction models, and ship observations to produce daily fields with a 

spatial resolution of 1°. We will show that our product clarifies spatial and temporal 

variability influenced by large scale phenomena such as the annual monsoon reversal and 

ENSO. 

In the tropical Indian Ocean a pattern of internal variability exists independently 

of ENSO. The spatial/temporal pattern is termed the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) mode. 

First discovered by Saji et al. (1999) and Webster et al. (1999), its distinguishing 

characteristics are anomalously low sea surface temperatures off Sumatra and high sea 

surface temperatures in the western Indian Ocean. The spatial anomalies are coupled with 

anomalous precipitation and wind patterns through ocean-atmospheric dynamics (Ashok 

et al. 2004). The research contained in this paper analyzes an objectively determined 

series of monthly flux fields for a 22-year period (January 1978-December 2003). EOF 

analyses indicate variability on temporal scales from semi-annual to biennial. We exhibit 

eigenmode three as the dipole mode of surface turbulent fluxes. Characteristics of surface 

fluxes with two IOD events are also examined. 

The data and quality control used for this study are described in Section 2. In 

Section 3, we explain the objective analysis technique employed to grid the in-situ ship 

and buoy observations. State of the art bulk formulae (Section 3) are used in calculating 

the surface fluxes. A comparison of the new product’s wind field with scatterometer data 

is presented in Section 4. Results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, we summarize our 

results and discuss remaining issues in Section 6. 
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2. DATA AND QUALITY CONTROL 

a. Data sets 

 The in-situ ship and buoy observations used in creating the gridded fields are 

obtained from two sources. Observations from 1982 through 1997 are extracted from the 

International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (ICOADS; Worley et al. 

2005). The ICOADS Data Set encompasses historical marine data for the extended period 

of 1784 through 1997. Data from 1998 through 2003 are extracted from the National 

Climatic Data Center (NCDC) Marine Surface Observations (TD-1129; NCDC 2003). 

TD-1129 contains all available marine reports from 1982 to the present; however, some 

are duplicated. 

 The number of ship observations from volunteer observing ships (VOS) has 

decreased considerably from the 1980’s to the 1990’s (Fig. 2a). In the 1980’s there were 

approximately 2 ship observations per grid point when compared with 1.4 observations 

per grid point in the 1990’s. The decline in observations is partly due to less participation 

in the volunteer ship observing system starting in the early 1990’s. It is inferred from the 

fractional difference between ship observations in the 1990’s and 1980’s (Fig. 2b) that 

the observational pattern has changed very little. The uncertainty in the mean of the 

observations is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of observations. 

The largest difference between the 1990’s and 1980’s is -0.5 indicating no more than a 

factor of 2 change in the uncertainty of the mean in the Indian Ocean. The small 

fractional differences are noted along the major ship tracks off the east coast of Africa, 

eastern Arabian Sea, southeastern South China Sea, and the west coast of Australia where 

the number of ship observations is large. The fractional differences between the two 

observational periods would have little impact on the mean in these highly sampled areas. 

 Monthly means of air temperature (AT), specific humidity (q), scalar wind speed 

(w), and pseudostress components ( 
x
 and  y ) are developed from the two data sets (see 

Section 2.2 for quality control). The pseudostress components are the product of the wind 

component (u, v) and the scalar wind (w). The monthly means are determined for 1°x1° 

cells containing at least 30% surface water based on topography with 5 minute resolution. 

The Indian Ocean study region is 29.5°S to 29.5°N, 29.5°E to 120.5°E for the period 

beginning January 1982 through December 2003.   
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 Anemometer observations of wind speed from ships are assumed to correspond to 

a reference height of 20m. These wind speed observations are height adjusted to the 

WMO standard height of 10m through the use of a flux model (Bourassa et al. 1999). An 

adjustment (Lindau 1995) is also applied to visually estimated (Beaufort) winds to correct 

for wind speed biases and adjust to a 10m reference height. Moored buoy measurement 

heights are known and then height adjusted to 10m. The wind speed observations from 

drifting buoys are assumed a calibration of 10m prior to our extraction. 

 Sea surface temperature (SST) data for the period of study (1982-2003) are 

obtained from a third source. In-situ observations from ICOADS and TD-1129 are not 

used because bias corrections are still poorly understood for sea surface temperatures. 

Monthly linear optimum interpolation (OI) analyses are extracted from the National 

Meteorological Center (NMC) Climate Diagnostics Center (CDC) global product 

(Reynolds et al. 2002). The Reynolds et al. (2002) analysis merges in-situ and satellite 

SST’s plus SST’s derived from sea-ice concentration. The product results in higher 

accuracy in areas of sparse in-situ data due to the addition of satellite data.   

b. Data quality control 

 In-situ data sets have a small fraction of large errors that can be caused by 

incorrect records of ship locations, instrument malfunctions and misuse, etc. (Bourassa 

2005). The ICOADS Data Set includes a detailed quality control procedure such as 

identifying the type of observing platform associated with each observation (where 

available), comparing individual observations to climatology, and eliminating duplicate 

reports (Worley et al. 2005). The TD-1129 product (NCDC 2003) applies similar checks 

except for checking for duplicate reports. Three additional quality control procedures are 

applied to the data at the Center for Ocean-Atmospheric Prediction Studies (COAPS) 

before using the objective analysis method. The first quality control procedure is applied 

to the original observations while the latter two are applied to monthly mean gridded 

observations.  

 First, the individual observations are compared to climatological values. Gross 

outliers are removed by this check. A monthly mean and standard deviation is computed 

using the daSilva climatology (daSilva et al. 1994). We accept all data within 3.5 

standard deviations from the monthly mean. A minimum standard deviation accounts for 
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limited variability of the DaSilva climatology in some parts of the globe (Bourassa et al. 

2005). 

 Prior to executing the final two quality control procedures, monthly mean fields 

are generated from the in situ observations binned on a 1°x1° grid. Observations are 

recorded at varying time intervals and spatial distributions depending on the platform. 

Moored buoy reports are typically collected every hour at the same location while 

drifting buoys generally collect data every ten hours at different locations. Ship reports 

are collected every six hours at different locations. Due to the sampling characteristics of 

the observing platform, as well as a lack of independence of hourly data, moored buoy 

reports are daily averaged prior to the calculation of a monthly mean. 

 “Auto-flag” is a new objective quality control process developed at COAPS and is 

the second step in quality assuring the data. Using a ranking system of flags to diagnose 

suspect data, this process eliminates grid points that differ too much from adjacent grid 

points. A datum is removed based on the number of flags received for excessive 

differences from neighboring values (see Appendix A for more details). The auto-flag 

check greatly reduces the amount of time necessary for the next procedure.  

 The final quality control implements a tool developed to subjectively review the 

monthly mean binned observations. Using this utility, an analyst visually inspects the 

data and removes questionable observations that were not removed by the previous two 

routines (Appendix A). The procedure can be time intensive for the analyst when there 

are a lot of data to remove. As result of the auto-flag system’s creation, the processing 

time has decreased by nearly a factor of ten. The final two procedures greatly reduce the 

amount of smoothing required by the objective analysis method.  
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3. OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS METHOD 

a. Variational method 

A variational method is exploited to objectively grid in-situ (ship and buoy) 

observations in the Indian Ocean. The objective fields are produced on a 1° grid for the 

region 29.5°N to 29.5°S, 29.5°E to 120°E. The objective method is employed iteratively 

with subjective editing in the data, to remove the relatively large inconsistencies between 

the input data and the solution fields. Errors caused by incorrect ship position and poor 

sampling are usually the culprit for such inconsistencies. Variational analysis methods 

allow information in various forms to be combined by minimizing a lack of fit to a set of 

constraints (Jones et al. 1995). A direct minimization scheme (Shanno and Phua 1980) 

employs a cost function based on several weighted constraints. 

 The cost function ( f ) for a vector variable (e.g., wind stress) is 

 

f = {!"o1
#"o1

$2
[(" x $ " xo1 )

2 $ (" y $ " yo1 )
2
]+

i, j

I ,J

% !"o2
#"o2

$2
[(" x $ " xo2 )

2 $ (" y $ " yo2 )
2
]

!gL
4
[&2

(" x $ " xbg )]
2
+ !gL

4
[&2

(" y $ " ybg )]
2
+ !hL

2
[k̂ •& ' (

!
" $
!
" bg )]

2
}

 

where the  ’s are weights, the i, j subscripts for geographical position have been dropped 

(the  ’s and L  are the only terms that do not vary spatially), the unsubscripted wind 

stress (  
x
,  y) is the solution field, the ‘o’ subscript indicates observations (‘o1’ for ships 

and ‘o2’ for moored buoys applied independently), the subscript ‘bg’ indicates the 

background field, σ is an estimate of the uncertainty in the observed mean, and L  is a 

grid-spacing dependent length scale that make the weights approximately independent of 

grid spacing. 

Three types of constraints are applied to each vector variable. The constraints are 

misfits to each type of observation, a Laplacian smoothing term, and a misfit of the curl. 

The last two constraints are applied to differences between the solution field and a 

background field. Scalar variables are only subject to the first two constraints. The misfit 

of the curl is applicable to all vector variables. The constraints used in the variational 

method maximize the similarity to observations as well as minimize non-geophysical 

features in the spatial derivatives. The method accomplishes these goals with the 

minimum amount of smoothing necessary. Prior to minimization of the cost function, the 
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weights ( ) are determined using cross-validation (Pegion et al. 2000). For a more 

detailed description of the variational method, including an explanation of the weighted 

constraints and the background field construction, see Appendix B.  

b. Flux calculations 

 In-situ measurements of surface fluxes are infrequently measured over the global 

oceans. Therefore, zonal ( 
x
) and meridional ( y) wind stress, sensible heat flux (H ), 

and latent heat flux ( E ) are calculated using bulk aerodynamic flux algorithms (Bourassa 

2005). The monthly mean fluxes are estimated using monthly mean values of 

temperatures, humidity, and winds.    

!
x
= "

a
C
D
#
x
, 

! y = "aCD#y, 

H = !ac pCH (SST  AT)w, 

E = �aLvCE (qsfc  q)w, 

where  
a
 is the density of moist air, c p  is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, L

v
 

is the latent heat of vaporization, SST is the sea surface temperature, AT is the air 

temperature (adjusted to potential temperature), q is the specific humidity, qsfc is the 

specific humidity calculated at the ocean surface, and w is the scalar wind speed. The 

bulk transfer coefficients (C
D

,C
H

, and C
E

) are determined from the Bourassa (2005) 

flux model. The minimization of the cost function produces monthly maps of the surface 

variables (e.g., temperature, humidity, scalar wind speed, and psuedostress) as well as 

surface turbulent fluxes. 
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4. SCATTEROMETER COMPARISON 

The objective product is compared to monthly averages of scatterometer 

pseudostress obtained from QuikSCAT for a 53 month time period starting August 1999. 

The scatterometer pseudostress is analyzed on the same grid as the FSU pseudostress 

fields. The scatterometer winds are the most suitable product for validating the objective 

fields of pseudostress due to the impressive relatively homogeneous spatial sampling, 

temporal sampling, and small observational uncertainty. In one day, the scatterometer 

makes approximately the same number of wind observations as the annual number of 

ship and buoy wind observations combined (Bourassa et al. 2005). We examine mean 

biases and standard deviations of the differences of the FSU product minus the 

scatterometer-derived product. 

The comparisons of mean differences between the FSU and scatterometer wind 

products (Fig. 3, left panels) reveal few regions with notable biases. The FSU product 

overestimates the zonal component of the southeast trade wind region by 15m
2
s

-2
. The 

zonal differences are partially due to the scatterometer measuring current-relative winds 

while the FSU winds are earth-relative. The meridional component of the southeast trades 

is underestimated by the FSU product. The result of the biases in the southeast trade wind 

region is an underestimation of the total wind speed by approximately 1.5ms
-1

.  

Another region with a bias is off the west coast of Sumatra. In this case, the zonal 

component of the pseudostress is underestimated (-15m
2
s

-2
 to -25m

2
s

-2
) by the FSU 

product and the meridional component is overestimated (5m
2
s

-2
). The total wind speed 

off the west coast of Sumatra is overestimated by 0.25ms
-1

 to 1.0ms
-1

. The biases in the 

FSU winds product result in small biases in the FSU flux fields. 

The differences of standard deviations between the FSU and scatterometer 

products (Fig. 3, right panels) are analyzed as an indication of random differences. 

Similar patterns are observed in the pseudostress components and the total wind speed 

and they are comparable to the patterns seen in the mean differences. The southeast 

trades display a 10m
2
s

-2
-20m

2
s

-2
 difference in the pseusodstress components. The 

difference in the components resolves an approximately 1.0ms
-1

 difference in total wind 

speed. 
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A random difference exists off the west coast of Sumatra in the same regions 

where the bias was observed. The total wind speed shows as great as a 2.10ms
-1

 

difference between the FSU product and the scatterometer. The zonal pseudostress 

component is the biggest contributor to this difference. 

The meridional pseudostress off the coast of Somalia also exhibits a relatively 

large random difference (30m
2
s

-2
). The difference is most likely due to fluctuations in the 

intensity of the Findlater Jet during the semi-annual monsoon reversal. The Findlater Jet 

is a powerful north-south elongated jet with peak intensity in the boreal summer months. 

The random difference of the meridional pseudostress off the coast of Somalia results in a 

minor 0.90ms
-1

 random difference in total wind speed.  

A region of small bias and random difference is observed around the island of 

Madagascar in the southwest Indian Ocean. The pattern is strongest in the mean 

differences field of the zonal pseudostress (5m
2
s

-2 
- 15m

2
s

-2
) but it is also noted in the 

meridional pseudostress and the total wind speed. The reasoning for the differences in the 

mean and standard deviation fields is probably due the scatterometer’s ability to resolve 

smaller scale differences around an island similar to Madagascar. 

The new FSU Indian Ocean objective wind product is accurate given the paucity 

of data and the sampling pattern. The other variables that are used in calculating fluxes 

will have similar patterns of bias and random difference because they are determined via 

the same objective method (Section 3). The comparisons confirm the quality of the 

objectively gridded product. 
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5. RESULTS 

The objective analysis method (Section 3) is used to create monthly mean fields 

of the surface input variables and surface turbulent fluxes for the 22-year period. The 

results of this study will focus on the surface fluxes.  

a. Climatology 

In an approach to isolate the annual cycle, monthly surface flux fields are 

averaged e.g., (all January, all February, etc.) over the period of 22 years. The resulting 

product is a monthly climatology of wind stress, latent heat flux, and sensible heat flux. 

Variability of surface fluxes is predominantly influenced by the annual monsoon reversal 

in the north Indian Ocean. Other areas with noticeable annual changes in wind stress are 

the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, Persian Gulf, and Gulf of Oman.  

The Indian summer monsoon is the most dominant mode of variability in the 

Indian Ocean. Wind stress values are at a maximum in the western Arabian Sea and the 

southeast trade wind belt in the summer months (Fig. 4a). The largest value of 

approximately 0.30Nm
-2

 occurs off the coast of Somalia, in association with the Findlater 

Jet (Findlater 1971). In the Gulf of Aden during the Indian summer monsoon, the wind 

stress magnitude is more than 50% less than the wind stress off the coast of Somalia. The 

wind stress magnitude in the Gulf of Aden is only 0.06Nm
-2

 in a typical August. The 

difference in magnitudes between the Gulf of Aden and Arabian Sea is only observed 

during the Indian summer monsoon when the winds are southwesterly. Topographic 

effects south of the Gulf of Aden may cause a reduction of wind speed thus reducing the 

wind stress in the Gulf of Aden.  

The wind stress reverses direction to northeasterly during the Asian winter 

monsoon when a massive high pressure system builds over the Asian sub-continent. 

Maximum values of wind stress typically occur in the South China Sea (Fig. 4b). The 

magnitude of wind stress due to the Asian winter monsoon is not as strong in comparison 

to the Indian summer monsoon. The largest magnitude in a typical February is 

approximately 0.17Nm
-2

 northeast of Vietnam.  

About the same time frame as the Asian winter monsoon, another high pressure 

builds off of Australia increasing wind stress values in the southeast trade wind region. 

The resulting wind regime is deemed the Australian summer monsoon. The magnitude of 
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the southeast trades is around 0.10Nm
-2

 amidst the austral summer months (DJF). The 

Australian summer monsoon also generates a strong southerly wind stress along the west 

coast of Australia with a maximum of 0.15Nm
-2

.  

An annual cycle of wind stress is also observed in the Red Sea. During the Indian 

summer monsoon (Fig. 4a), the wind stress in the Red Sea is northwesterly off the coast 

of Egypt with a typical magnitude of 0.10Nm
-2

. When the Asian winter monsoon builds 

in (Fig. 4b), the northwesterly wind stress (0.10Nm
-2

) off Egypt converges with a weaker 

southeasterly wind stress (0.06Nm
-2

) stemming from a small strait that separates the Red 

Sea from the Gulf of Aden.  

Another wind stress regime with a pronounced annual cycle occurs between the 

Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman. During the Asian winter monsoon, the wind stresses in 

both basins are northwesterly merging with the monsoonal flow in the northern Arabian 

Sea. When the Indian summer monsoon is active (Fig. 4a), the wind stress converges 

between the two basins near the Strait of Hormuz. Wind stress values are typically small 

(0.05Nm
-2

) in this region annually. 

 Latent heat fluxes in the boreal summer months are sustained by the strong 

(Indian) monsoon winds. The fundamental driving mechanisms of the monsoon are the 

cross-equatorial pressure gradients resulting from differential heating of land and ocean, 

modified by the rotation of the earth and the exchange of moisture between the ocean, 

atmosphere, and land (Webster 1987). The latent and sensible heat fluxes during the 

monsoon are crucial to sustain such a pattern. Maximum values of generally 140Wm
-2

 to 

180Wm
-2

 are observed in the southeasterly trades, northeast of Madagascar, west of 

Sumatra, and in the Arabian Sea (Fig. 5a). In previous studies (Surgi, 1991) it has been 

discovered that coastal upwelling suppresses latent heat flux along the Somali coast due 

to strong along-coast winds. The upwelling-favorable wind stress decreases evaporation 

thus suppressing latent heat flux. In addition to the Somali coast we find decreased latent 

heat flux east of Tanzania and along the coast of Sri Lanka. In boreal winter (Fig. 5b), 

maximum latent heat flux values are generally 150Wm
-2

 to 170Wm
-2

 and they typically 

occur in the South China Sea, west coast of Australia, Arabian Sea, and in the north Red 

Sea. The large values of latent heat flux in boreal winter is a product of the wind stress 

associated with the Asian winter monsoon and the Australian summer monsoon.  
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 Sensible heat flux in the boreal summer is maximum west of Australia and in the 

southeast trades, off the east coast of South Africa, south of Madagascar, and along the 

west coast of Sumatra (Fig. 6a). In August, the maximum values range from 30Wm
-2

 to 

45Wm
-2

. The large values of sensible heat flux are attributed to large air-sea temperature 

differences and strong winds associated with the Indian summer monsoon. Sensible heat 

flux is generally 5Wm
-2

 to 15Wm
-2

 everywhere else in the basin with lower values 

occurring in regions with coastal upwelling. During the boreal winter (Fig. 6b), sensible 

heat flux values are maximum in the South China Sea and off the west coast of Australia. 

In February, maximum values generally range from 40Wm
-2

 near Australia to 50Wm
-2

 in 

the South China Sea where large air-sea temperature differences exist. Elsewhere in the 

Indian Ocean air-sea temperature differences are small resulting in weaker sensible heat 

flux values of ±10Wm
-2

. 

b. EOF analysis 

 Empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) are used to find the major contributions to 

the total variability within the study period. Real EOF analysis is performed on the latent 

and sensible heat flux fields. Complex vector EOF analysis is used to decompose the 

wind stress fields. The analysis is conducted to the fields after the seasonal cycle is 

removed. The anomalies from the annual cycle are the result of removing the long-term 

monthly temporal means (22 years) from each monthly field. The number of leading 

modes to account for was decided by a rule N test (North et al. 1982). The criterion of the 

rule N test is based on determining error in eigenvalues to analyze independence of 

individual modes. The contributions to the total variance from the first three modes are 

discussed (Table 1).  

1) MODE 1 

 The first eigenmode emphasizes the dominant pattern of the Indian summer 

monsoon. The spatial pattern and associated time series for the first mode of wind stress 

are shown in Fig. 7. Strong southeast trade winds around 15˚S lead to southwesterly flow 

in the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal. The time series reveal the annual peak of the 

dominant Indian summer monsoon in the boreal summer months. Spectral analysis of the 

time series is complicated by aliasing of higher amplitude frequencies therefore it is not 
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presented here. The largest amplitude occurs in the boreal summer of 2003 indicating an 

anomalously strong Indian summer monsoon season.  

 The link between the southeast trades and Arabian Sea is also observed in the first 

mode of latent heat flux (Fig. 8). The spatial pattern suggests the latent heat flux has its 

strongest impact on the southeast trades, Arabian Sea, and Bay of Bengal (positive 

values). The amplitude of the modulating time series shows a decrease with time. The 

decrease in amplitude resolves an anomalous decrease in latent heat flux associated with 

the Indian summer monsoon. It is interesting to note a sudden decrease in amplitude in 

the eigenmode one of latent heat flux occurring around 1997. With better temporal 

resolution, this feature can be investigated further for possible decadal variability of the 

monsoon. 

 The connection of the southeast trades with the Indian summer monsoon is not as 

robust with the first mode of sensible heat flux (Fig. 9). The most impacted regions are 

the southeast trades, the northwest coast of Australia, and south of Madagascar (positive 

values). Similar to the first mode of latent heat flux (Fig. 8), the time series indicates a 

tendency towards anomalously negative sensible heat flux through the late 1990’s and 

early part of this century. The downward trend may be indicative of decadal fluctuations 

in the intensity of the monsoon cycle. 

2) MODE 2 

 The second eigenmode of wind stress depicts strong northern Indian Ocean wind 

stress typical of the Asian winter monsoon (Fig. 10). Large north and northeasterly wind 

stress flow from the Indian and Asian subcontinents and then flow across the 

equatorward region. The spatial pattern of wind stress also emphasizes the southeast 

trades, a familiar and permanent feature of the Indian Ocean region. Unlike the first mode 

of wind stress, the time series of wind stress for mode 2 indicate a semi-annual reversal 

between the Indian summer and Asian winter monsoon. Large amplitudes are observed in 

1994, 2001 and 2003 as result of anomalously strong Asian winter monsoons. 

 The second eigenmode of latent heat flux connects the southeast trade wind 

region to the west equatorial Indian Ocean and Bay of Bengal (Fig. 11). Unlike the first 

eigenmode of latent heat flux (Fig. 8), the western Indian Ocean and Bay of Bengal 

(positive values) are not in phase with the southeast trades (negative values). The 
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opposite sign is most likely a result of different wind stress directions. The wind stress is 

northeasterly over the western Indian Ocean and Bay of Bengal and southeasterly in the 

trades region. The unfiltered time series show a semi-annual periodicity associated with 

the monsoon reversal and the smoothed time series reveal a quasi-biennial periodicity. 

The quasi-biennial variability is most likely associated with the Tropical Biennial 

Oscillation (TBO). 

 The southeast trades is out of phase with both the west tropical Indian Ocean and 

Bay of Bengal in the second eigenmode of sensible heat flux (Fig. 12). The spatial pattern 

exhibits positive values in the southeast trades and negative values in the west tropical 

Indian Ocean and Bay of Bengal. The quasi-biennial oscillation shown in the second 

mode of latent heat flux (Fig. 11) is also observed in the smoothed time series of sensible 

heat flux. A decadal pattern is also observed in the smoothed time series. Positive 

amplitudes in the 1980’s evolve into negative amplitudes through the early 1990’s. Then 

in the early part of this century the amplitudes increase to positive values similar to the 

1980’s. However, the decadal pattern is not robust due to the limited time period of the 

study (22 years). 

3) MODE 3 

 The third eigenmode for the latent and sensible heat flux fields reveal variability 

associated with the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) mode. The spatial pattern of latent heat 

flux (Fig.13) exhibits a dipole-like structure with negative values in the east Indian Ocean 

and positive values in the west Indian Ocean. It can be interpreted from the time series 

that the great 1997 El Niño/IOD event resulted in positive latent heat flux anomalies in 

the western Indian Ocean and negative latent heat flux anomalies in the eastern Indian 

Ocean. 

 The dipole-like structure is also observed in the third eigenmode of sensible heat 

flux (Fig. 14). The spatial pattern reveals positive values off the west coast of Sumatra in 

the east equatorial Indian Ocean and negative values in the west equatorial Indian Ocean. 

The variability associated with the monsoon is also exhibited in the third mode hence 

making the dipole pattern less robust as compared with the latent heat flux. The time 

series show the IOD event of 1997 resulted in positive sensible heat flux anomalies in the 
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west equatorial Indian Ocean and negative sensible heat flux anomalies in the east 

equatorial Indian Ocean. 

c. Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) mode 

An internal coupled ocean-atmosphere mode exists in the tropical Indian Ocean. 

The mode of variability is termed the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) mode. The strength of 

the IOD is largest in the boreal fall months with a typical peak in October. Our EOF 

analysis highlights the dipole’s contribution to the total variance as eigenmode three of 

latent and sensible heat flux (Fig. 13,14). The time evolution of IOD events and 

indicators of the IOD associated with surface fluxes are a continuing topic of discussion. 

The defining characteristics of the dipole at the ocean-atmosphere interface are a 

controversial and still poorly understood topic. In this brief section we present the surface 

flux regimes present in the 1993 negative IOD event and the 1997 positive IOD/El Niño 

event. 

 The positive dipole mode is characterized in part by warm sea surface temperature 

(SST) anomalies in the western Indian Ocean and cold SST anomalies in the eastern 

Indian Ocean (Saji et al. 1999). The SST anomalies are accompanied by easterly wind 

stress anomalies in the equatorial Indian Ocean and upwelling-favorable alongshore wind 

stress anomalies off Sumatra (Fig. 15a). The magnitude of the wind stress anomalies is 

0.03Nm
-2

 greater than normal near the equator off Sumatra during the 1997 event. The 

upwelling along the coast of Sumatra provides a mechanism for negatively anomalous 

sensible and latent heat fluxes (Fig. 15b,c respectively) in the eastern and southeastern 

Indian Ocean. The 1997 positive IOD was associated with droughts in Indonesia, 

enhanced monsoonal rainfall over India and Australia, and increased East African rainfall 

(Vinayachandran et al. 2001). We observe positive sensible and latent heat flux 

anomalies in the regions with enhanced rainfall. The largest latent heat flux anomalies of 

this phenomenon occur off the east coast of Africa and east Madagascar with latent heat 

flux over 50Wm
-2

 greater than normal. 

 The pattern reverses during a negative dipole mode event such as the 1993 IOD 

(Fig. 15, right panels). The negative phase is much weaker than the positive phase and is 

sometimes referred to as a normal phase. Westerly wind stress anomalies in the northern 

Indian Ocean are the dominant feature in the 1993 negative IOD event (Fig. 15d). The 
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magnitude of the wind stress anomalies is a factor of ten less than a positive IOD event (-

0.003Nm
-2

). In a negative IOD, the increased rainfall over East Africa and India is 

suppressed with typical monsoon conditions prevailing. In our surface flux analyses, we 

observe anomalously larger amounts of sensible heat in the eastern Indian Ocean. In the 

same region, positive anomalies of latent heat flux exist with a peak magnitude of 40Wm
-

2
 greater than normal off of Sumatra and in the northern Indian Ocean.  

 In summary, the 1997 positive IOD event is characterized by easterly wind stress 

anomalies along the equator and along-shore wind stress anomalies along the coast of 

Sumatra. The wind stress anomalies contribute to positive sensible and latent heat flux 

anomalies in the western equatorial Indian Ocean. During the 1993 negative IOD, the 

pattern is reversed with westerly wind anomalies in the eastern Indian Ocean and 

negative sensible and latent heat flux anomalies in the western Indian Ocean. With better 

understanding of the surface flux regimes prevailing in the Indian Ocean Dipole modes, 

lead-time for prediction could be more efficient. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 The purpose of this study is two-fold. The first goal is to create monthly fields of 

surface turbulent fluxes with a spacing of 1˚x1˚ over the Indian Ocean using in-situ ship 

and buoy observations. A new objective technique that employs a cost function based on 

weighted constraints is used to create the monthly mean gridded fields. The second goal 

of the study is to analyze the monthly surface flux fields for spatial and temporal 

variability (e.g., Indian summer monsoon, IOD, etc.). 

 The objective pseudostress product is compared to monthly averages of 

scatterometer pseudostress obtained from QuikSCAT. The comparisons of mean 

differences between the FSU and scatterometer wind products show only a few regions 

with notable biases. The differences of standard deviations between the two products 

exhibit similar patterns. It is conclusive that the new FSU Indian Ocean objective wind 

product is remarkably accurate given the scarcity of data and the sampling pattern. 

Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analyses of fluctuations with the annual 

cycle reveal the dominant monsoon reversal and its link with the southeast trade wind 

region. The first two eigenmodes are associated with the Indian summer and Asian winter 

monsoons. We find that the third eigenmode of latent and sensible heat flux exhibit a 

dipole-like structure similar to the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) mode first discovered by 

Saji et al. (1999) and Webster et al. (1999). The characteristics of surface fluxes during 

the 1997 positive IOD/El Niño event and the 1993 negative IOD event are examined 

through SON composites of anomalies.  

The primary modes of variability in the Indian Ocean are related to the Indian 

monsoon, Asian Monsoon, and the IOD. The variability in surface turbulent fluxes 

associated with each of these phenomena is examined. The spatial/temporal patterns are 

largely consistent with previous studies (Saji et al. 1999; Webster et al. 1999; Webster 

1987). The magnitude of fluxes associated with these events has not been well 

established in prior studies, and is considered to be a major contribution of this work. It is 

interesting to note a sudden decrease in the eigenmode one PC of latent and sensible heat 

flux indicative of possible decadal variability. The observational coverage in the Indian 

Ocean is such that the data set could be extended further back in time. Doing so will 
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allow the examination of decadal variability, and might identify more events similar to 

the latent and sensible heat flux anomalies associated with eigenmode one. 
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Table 1. Contributions to the total variance, eigenmodes 1-3, for latent heat flux, sensible 

heat flux, and wind stress. 

 

 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 

Latent Heat Flux 41.3% 7.1% 4.5% 

Sensible Heat Flux 18.4% 9.0% 7.1% 

Wind Stress 25.5% 12.7% 8.7% 
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FIG. 1 Map of the study region [29.5S to 29.5N and 29.5E to 120.5E] and major bodies 

of water. The thick black line notes the equator. 
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FIG. 2 Time series of average number of ship observations per grid point (a) and spatial 

plot of fractional difference of ship observations between the 1990’s and the 1980’s for 

the time period, 1982-1997. The zero contour (red) implies no change in the spatial 

pattern. 
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FIG. 3 Differences of FSU3 and scatterometer mean and standard deviation of 

pseudostress (FSU3 minus scatterometer). The differences are calculated for zonal 

pseudostress (a) and (b), meridional pseudostress (c) and (d), and total speed (e) and (f). 
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FIG. 4 Climatology of the wind stress created from 22 years of monthly objective 

analysis results. (a) August and (b) February are shown as representative months of peak 

summer and winter monsoon periods respectively. 
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FIG. 5 Climatology of the latent heat flux obtained as in Figure 2. (a) August and (b) 

February are representative months of the peak summer and winter monsoon periods 

respectively. 
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FIG. 6 Climatology of the sensible heat flux obtained as in Figure 2. (a) August and (b) 

February are representative months of the peak summer and winter monsoon periods 

respectively. 
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FIG. 7 First EOF (25.5% of the variance) of wind stress for the Indian Ocean with spatial 

pattern (a), time series of amplitude (b), and time series of phase shift (c). The x-axis 

labels are centered on the month of June. 
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FIG. 8 First EOF (41.3% of the variance) of latent heat flux for the Indian Ocean. The 

spatial pattern (a) and time series (b) are scaled by the mean June-July-August-September 

(JJAS) principal component. The spatial pattern units are Wm
-2

. The unfiltered time 

series is shown in black and the red line represents the time series after 10 successive 

passes of a Hanning filter. The time labels are centered on the month of June. 
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FIG. 9 First EOF (18.4% of the variance) of sensible heat flux for the Indian Ocean. The 

spatial pattern (a) and time series (b) are scaled by the mean JJAS principal component. 

The spatial pattern units are Wm
-2

. The unfiltered time series is shown in black and the 

red line represents the time series after 10 successive passes of a Hanning filter. The time 

labels are centered on the month of June. 
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FIG. 10 Second EOF (12.7% of the variance) of wind stress for the Indian Ocean with 

spatial pattern (a), time series of amplitude (b), and time series of phase shift (c). The x-

axis labels are centered on the month of June. 
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FIG. 11 Second EOF (7.1% of the variance) of latent heat flux for the Indian Ocean. The 

spatial pattern (a) and time series (b) are scaled by the mean JJAS principal component. 

The spatial pattern units are Wm
-2

. The unfiltered time series is shown in black and the 

red line represents the time series after 10 successive passes of a Hanning filter. The time 

labels are centered on the month of June. 
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FIG. 12 Second EOF (9.0% of the variance) of sensible heat flux for the Indian Ocean. 

The spatial pattern (a) and time series (b) are scaled by the mean JJAS principal 

component. The spatial pattern units are Wm
-2

. The unfiltered time series is shown in 

black and the red line represents the time series after 10 successive passes of a Hanning 

filter. The time labels are centered on the month of June. 
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FIG. 13 Third EOF (4.5% of the variance) of latent heat flux for the Indian Ocean. The 

spatial pattern (a) and time series (b) are scaled by the mean September-October-

November (SON) principal component. The spatial pattern units are Wm
-2

. The unfiltered 

time series is shown in black and the red line represents the time series after 10 

successive passes of a Hanning filter. The time labels are centered on the month of June. 
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FIG. 14 Third EOF (7.1% of the variance) of sensible heat flux for the Indian Ocean. The 

spatial pattern (a) and time series (b) are scaled by the mean SON principal component. 

The spatial pattern units are Wm
-2

. The unfiltered time series is shown in black and the 

red line represents the time series after 10 successive passes of a Hanning filter. The time 

labels are centered on the month of June. 
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FIG. 15 Observed SON composite anomalies during the 1997 positive Indian Ocean 

Dipole (IOD) mode event (a)-(c) and the 1993 negative IOD event (d)-(f). Composites 

are shown for wind stress anomalies (a) and (d), sensible heat flux anomalies (b) and (e), 

and latent heat flux anomalies (c) and (f). 
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APPENDIX A 

Data Quality Control – Auto-flag and Flux Editor 

 

 In this appendix we describe the data quality control procedures that were 

developed at the Center for Ocean-Atmosphere Prediction Studies (COAPS). The two 

procedures, auto-flag and flux editor, were created to further enhance the quality of the 

data being examined. 

a. Auto-flag 

 A quality control procedure termed “auto-flag” was developed as a second step in 

quality assuring data sets containing ship observations. The automated process is applied 

to monthly mean gridded observations (see Section 2.2 Data quality control). The idea of 

the auto-flag process is to assign flags to values that differ too much from adjacent grid 

points. The auto-flag routine computes differences between neighboring grid boxes for 

each scalar input variable: air temperature, sea surface temperature, specific humidity, 

scalar wind speed, and pseudostress components. On average regions with greater natural 

variability contribute to larger differences. Local variability is accounted for by 

computing the standard deviation of a five-year average (1999-2003) of six hourly 

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) reanalysis data for 

the month being examined. Regional variability is taken into consideration by taking the 

absolute value of each difference divided by the square root of the standard deviation. 

These scaled differences (magnitudes) are sorted from largest to smallest. The pair of grid 

points associated with each of the top 3% of the greatest differences receives flags. A 

datum is removed based on the total number of flags received at that grid point. When a 

datum is eliminated it is set to a specified missing value. A grid point for air temperature, 

sea surface temperature, or specific humidity is eliminated if it contains five or more 

flags for that variable. Wind speed (pseudostress) is eliminated if it receives four or more 

flags at a grid point. If three or more of the scalar variables at a grid point are set to 

missing the entire grid point is set to missing. Since the institution of the auto-flag routine 

the processing time has been slashed by nearly a factor of ten. The routine greatly reduces 

the amount of time needed to visually inspect the data in the final step. 

b. Flux editor 
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 The final step in quality assuring the data is accomplished using a visual tool 

developed at COAPS. Flux editor displays monthly mean gridded observations for visual 

inspection. An analyst edits the fields (scalar or vector) to remove erroneous or non-

representative data that were not removed by the previous two checks. A common 

example of non-representative observations comes from ships encountering atypical 

severe weather in sparsely sampled regions (Bourassa 2005). Very few data are removed 

in this step, which is the most time intensive as it is not automated. When combined with 

the other two quality control procedures, the integral result is a much more appropriate 

data set for our objective method. The quality control checks greatly reduce the amount 

of smoothing that would otherwise be required. 
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APPENDIX B 

Objective Analysis Method 

 

This appendix describes the objective method used in this study in a more detailed 

manner. We discuss how the background fields are derived, the variational method and 

minimization scheme, and the cross validation approach for determining weights. 

a. Background fields 

 The background fields are constructed using overly smooth monthly fields of 

observations. Only observations from the month being constructed are used. The 

smoothing function is an isotropic Gaussian spatial filter. The radius of the Gaussian 

function is equal to the sqrt(r * 16500km) where r is the radius of the search area, which 

is a minimum of 5° in the open ocean. The spatial smoothing is dependent on the number 

of observations. The number of observations required is dependent on latitude for air 

temperature and specific humidity. Within 10° of the equator a minimum number of 100 

observations is desired and a minimum of 30 observations is required. The minimum 

number of observations required decreases away from the equator. Poleward of 25° a 

minimum number of 25 observations is desired. In regions of insufficient coverage (i.e., 

<25 wind observations), the area of the averaging is increased until the minimum is met 

or until the search radius becomes too large (11°). The data in the background field is 

further constrained to reduce the occurrence of blending from different climate regimes. 

A 0.5° land mask is applied as a “line of sight” to restrict only observations unblocked 

from land to be averaged. The background fields have been found to be more effective 

than using a long-term climatology (Bourassa 2005). Large biases that would typically 

occur during extremely anomalous events are eliminated (e.g., Indian Ocean Dipole). 

b. Variational method 

 A variational method, which involves direct minimization of a cost function 

(Shanno and Phua 1980) consisting of 21 terms, is implemented for the Indian Ocean 

basin. The full cost function is 
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where the  ’s are weights, the i, j subscripts for geographical position have been dropped 

(the  ’s and L  are the only terms that do not vary spatially), the unsubscripted variables 

are the solution field, the ‘o’ subscript indicates observations (‘o1’ for ships, ‘o2’ for 

moored buoys, and ‘o3’ for drifting buoys are applied independently), the subscript ‘bg’ 

indicates the background field, L  is a grid-spacing dependent length scale that make the 

weights approximately independent of grid spacing, and σ is an estimate of the local 

variability (uncertainty squared). The local uncertainty in observations is estimated from 

the mean monthly variability based on six-hourly observations in the NCEP/NCAR 

reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996):  

σ
2
=
σ
NCEP

2

n
 

where n  is the number of in-situ observations (for the corresponding platform) per 

month. The uncertainties for the Laplacian and curl terms are treated as a global average 

and combined with the weights. 

Three constraints have been found to be the most effective for constructing 

physically sound fields (Legler et al. 1989; Meyers et al. 1994; Siefridt et al. 1998; 

Pegion et al. 2000; Bourassa 2005). The three constraints are a misfit to observations, a 
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Laplacian smoothing term, and a misfit of the curl. Only the first two constraints are 

applied to scalar variables. Each of the three constraints is multiplied by an objectively 

determined weight using a cross validation method. 

c. Objectively determined weights 

 The objective calculation of the weights is done by cross validation. Cross 

validation is a process that removes observations from the input to the cost function and 

determines tuning parameters (weights) by the insensitivity of the removed observations 

to the output field (Pegion et al. 2000). The weights take into consideration both the 

observational uncertainty and data coverage. Therefore, a different weight is assigned to 

each of the observing platforms (e.g., ships and buoys). Also, the weights are highly 

dependent on the background field. 
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